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ABSTRACT 
A class of suboptimum control techniques is developed on the basis 
of the linear relation = M( between a change 4 in the adjoint vector p 
to a change 5 in the state x in the vicinity of the optimum trajectory, The 
matrix M relating # to 6 can be obtained by solving a linear two-point 
boundary-value problem or from the matrix Riccati equation - &4 = MHXp 
M + MHppM + HXx, where HXP = Hbx, Hpp, HXX are matrices 
of second partial derivatives of the Hamiltonian H(p,x) evaluated on an 
+ HPX 
optimum trajectory. 
a simplified problem as the nominal trajectory; a second application is based 
on a precomputed nominal trajectory, and a third makes use of the relationship 
= Mi<. Instantaneous constraints on the control variable are permissible with 
One application of this technique uses the solution of 
these methods, although formal treatment of impulse terms may be required, TWO 
examples show the performance of the techniques, 
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Introduction 
The moior impediment to the application of  optimum 
control theory to the design of practical feedback control 
systems i s  the necessity for solving a two-point boundary- 
value problem in  real-time. Since precise optimality at 
the expense of costly implementation I5 rarely desirable, 
there i s  a need for techniques which are based on the 
mothematical framework of  optimum control theory, 
which can be readily implemented, and which give near- 
optimum performance i n  the presence of  the actual con- 
stroints. Techniques of this type can be termed "sub- 
optimum" or'tpasi-aptimum." 
A number o f  techniques based on the second-varia- 
tion inlt,$e5p4culus of  variations have been proposed re- 
cent I y. 
ble of  dealing with "hard" control variable constraints 
and require the computation of a nominal trajectory with 
which the actual trajectory followed by the process i s  
compored. 
These techniques, however, are not capa- 
The techniques presented are related to those of 
References 1 through 4 except that the linearization i s  
performed with respect to the adjoint vector rather than 
the control. This linearization has the advantage of per- 
mitting the treatment (at least formally) o f  hard con- 
straints. In one technique, moreover, the linearization 
i s  about the solution to a simplified problem rather thon 
about o nominal trajectory. As a consequence an explicit 
feedback control law, independent of a nominal trajectory, 
i s  obtained. 
DeveloDment of  Suboptimum Control Eauations 
Consider the problem of minimization of  x (T) for 0 
the system 
where x(0) i s  known, x.(T) = c. i s  required for i = 1, 
. . .m<n, x.(T) i s  Free for i>m+'l, T i s  free and u(t) must 
be a membkr of  a given set 0. It i s  well known that i f  an 
optimal u* exists then U *  moximizes the Hamiltonian 
1 
where H(x,u*,p) = 0. Consequently, u* can be obtained 
os a function of the adjoint state p = [Po,. . .,p J and the 
process state x: 
n 
u* = o(p,x) (3) 
The adjoint vector p(t) i s  governed by 
I;(t) = - H (4) 
X 
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with po(T) = - 1 
where H i r  the gradient of the Hamiltonian with respect 
to x. 
X 
Let X(t), P(t) be solutions of the two-point boundary- 
value problem (1)-(4) and let 
be the state in an altered problem (e.g., with different 
ini t ial  or terminal conditions or different dynamics), and 
suppose that .$is a small quantity, As a result of the 
change €,in x, the adjoint vector wi l l  change by an 
amount 4, i .e .I 
Substitution of (5) and (6) into (1) and (4) results i n  . .  
X + 5 = H = Hp i- HXpS+ Hpp$+ O((5 
P + # = - H  X = - H X  -HxxC-Hpx$+O($) 
P 
(7) . .  
where H and H are the gradients of  the Hamiltonian 
evaluated at p =%, x = X and P 
H~~ - [a2H axj apt ] HpX= [&I ap axi - H;<P 
x=x x = x  
p=P p=P 
p=P p=P 
Since X and P are solutions to (1)-(4) i t  follows that 
X = H p  P = - H X  
2 
and hence, pfter dropping terms of O(c ), (7) becomes 
5 = HXpS+ Hpp$ 
' 1  (8) 
# * - H x x ~ - H ~ X $  
These differential equations are linear, and can be inte- 
grated to give 
where a. (T, t ) ( i , j  = 1,2)are the (n+l) x (n+l) blocks of 
the (2n+q x (2n+2) fundamental (transition) matrix o f  
(8). Our objective i s  to find a relationship beiween the 
correction b(t) to the adjoint vector p(t) and the devia- 
tions ((t) of the state from X(t). To do this i t  i s  necessary 
to eliminate {(T) and ~ ( T )  from (9) by use of the boundary 
conditions for the original {exact) problem (1)-(4). 
Consider a state variable x fixed at  t = T. Then t 
= XJT, + {JT) + Xt(T)dT + E  .JT)dT 
The last tern i s  a second-order infinitesimal and can be 
dropped. If i n  the simplified problem the constraint i s  
satisfied by X .  at time T, then i n  the exact problem the 
constraint musj be satisifed at  T +dT. Thus we must 
have x .(T + dT) = c = XJT) and hence (10) becomes: 
l, i 
SLT) = -XidT for Xi(T) fixed (1 1) 
Likewise, i f  X&T) i s  free, the corresponding adjoint 
variable Pi i s  constrained to terminate at  zero, and, 
reasoning a s  above, we conclude that: 
~ J T )  = - F ~ T  for x ~ ( T )  free (12) 
Finally, we must have 
= - p i  5 + X ' Q = O  
Equations (10)-(13) give n + 2  relations. Since dT i s  an 
additional variable, there are just enough equations 
needed to solve (9) for $(t) as a function of {(t). It i s  
readily established that upon elimination of Q(T) and 
€,(T), a linear relation between Q(t) and {(t) i s  obtained: 
b(t) = M(t.1 (14) 
Upon differentiation of (14) and substitution of the result 
into (8),  there results 
(dM/dt + MHXp + HpXM + MHppM + HXX)[= 0 
If  this relationship i s  to hold for any 5, the matrix M 
must satisfy the matrix Riccati equation: 
-dM/dt = MHXp + HpXM + MHppM +HXX (15) 
I t  i s  evident that i f  M i s  a solution to (15) then M' i s  a 
solution to (15); thus the solution to (15) can be a 
symmetric matrix. In fact, when the adjoint vector p 
can be interpreted as the ne ative of the gradient of the 
optimum value of x (T) = V> then 
0 
Because [(t) i s  a change in x(t) and $(t) i s  the correspond- 
ing change in p(t), i t  follows that 
even when p cannot be interpreted as the negative 
gradient of V. 
Constraints on the magnitude of the control voriables, 
Iui lsUt for example, w i l l  generally lead to a control 
law which i s  a discontinuous function of the adjoint vari- 
ables, and hence, in a strict sense not a l l  the partial 
derivatives required in  (8) or (15) w i l l  exist. The dis- 
continuous control variables can be treated by intro- 
duction of impulses (delta functions) which arise upon 
differentiation. These impulses can be handled by well- 
known formal methods. The examples below illustrate 
the val idity of this approach. An olternative approach 
would be to approximate the amplitude constraints by 
constraints which do not lead to discontinuous controls. 
Applications 
Approximation by Simpler Process 
In  many problems i t  i s  possible to approximate the 
dynamic behavior of the process by a system of differ- 
ential equations of considerably simpler form than those 
actually governing the process. Under favorable c i r -  
cumstances an analytic solution to the simplified problem 
can be found, but the use o f  the control law derived for 
the simplified process may not be entirely adequate for 
the exact dynamic model. I f  the neglected terms i n  the 
original dynamic madel were accounted for approxi- 
mately, however, i t  might be possible to improve per- 
formance to an acceptable level. The suboptimum con- 
trol equations of the previous section provides a method 
of so doing. 
The control u i s  generated as a function o f  the stote 
x and the adjoint state p. instead of using the exact 
(unknown) relation p = p(x) between the adjoint state 
and the process state the adjoint state i s  approximated 
bY 
p=P+M[  (1 8) 
where P = P(X) i s  obtained as the analytic solution of 
the simplified problem and 
M=M(X) 
i s  the matrix M of the previous section, expressed as a 
.function of the state X instead of time, (To eliminate 
time from M, i t  i s  necessary to express time in  terms o f  
- the state variables along the optimum trajectory of the 
simplified system.) 
The control system, using the optimum transforma- 
tion from p to u, but the approximate relation (18) for 
the transformation from x to p has the configuration o f  
Figure 1. 
In many cases i t  w i l l  not be possible to obtain an ex- 
p l ic i t  analyticol expression for M(X), Numerical inte- 
gration of the Riccati equation, using a function of the 
state rather than time as the independent variable, and 
analytical approximation of the result may prove feasible. 
An alternative procedure would be to use an asymptotic 
solution of (19, obtained by setting dM/dt to zero and 
solving the resulting algebraic system. 
Linearization About Nominal Trajectory 
The approximate control law o f  Figure 1 i s  suitable 
for processes which can be approximated by simpler ones 
for which an analytic expression for P(X) can be obtained 
and for which on exact or approximate expression for 
M(X) can be found. When this cannot be done, i t  may 
sti l l  be possible to employ the general technique, by 
numerically computing a solution P(t), X(t) to the exact 
problem (1)-(4). (Numerous methods for performing such 
computations have been given in  the literature.) I f  the 
0 ini t ial  state x 
and the disturkances are relatively small, then 
at) = x(t) - X(t) will remain small and thus the adjoint 
state p(t) i s  well-approximated by 
i s  close to the nominal ini t ial  state X 
P(t) = P(t) + M(t) 5(t) (19) 
To employ this technique X(t), P(t), and M(t) are stored 
in the controller (or generated by integration o f  (1)-(4) 
and (15) with nominal ini t ial  conditions X 
the control u(t) generated from p(t) and x&as shown in 
Figure 2. 
Po, Mo) and 
This technique ibvery similar to the second-variation 
techniqyes o f  Kelley and o f  Breakwell, Bryson and 
Speyer, 
than the control u(t) i s  stored. The difference i s  rela- 
t ively insignificant when u i s  a continuous function o f  p, 
but i s  of major significance when u i s  a bounded, dis- 
continuous function of p. For example, i f  the optimum 
control law i s  o f  the form u = sgn (c’p) then there i s  no 
reasonable way to make a linear correction to the nomin- 
al control u, but u = sgn [c’(P+M ()I i s  an entirely reason- 
able control law. 
0 Linearization About P and M 0- 
A third possible method o f  employing the suboptimum 
control technique i s  based on the interpretation o f  (17) 
as the Jacobian matrix of p with respect to x. As a con- 
sequence o f  this interpretation i t  follows that 
except that here the adjoint vector P(t) rather 
* 
. 
provided that the partial derivatives i n  the matrix M 
are evaluated at  the true state x o f  the process. Thus 
the adjoint vector can be obtained by integration o f  
(20) ; 
p =po + $,! M i  dt 
0 
This relation leads to a control system with the configura- 
tion shown in  Figure 3(a). It i s  noted that the deriva- 
tives o f  the state variables instead of the state variables 
themselves are the quantities fed back. Hence this 
technique i s  particularly applicable to problems in in- 
ertial guidance, where the principal sensors are 
accelerometers. 
In  the event that 2 cannot be sensed, an alternative 
configuration can be obtained by partial integration o f  
(21): 
p=po+ ’Mx - M  x - l:o M x  dt 
0 0  . 
The right-hand side o f  (15) i s  used for -M in (22). The 
control system configuration corresponding to (22) i s  
shown in Figure 3(b); i t  i s  seen that only the state x i s  
required in  the controller. 
In either implementation the matrix M would be 
0’ 
generated by real-time integration o f  (15) with the 
nominal ini t ial  condition M 
adjoint state P would be used. Thus to achieve near- 
optimum performance, the actual ini t ial  state x should 
be reasonably close to the nominal ini t ial  state% for 
which M and P were computed. I f  the closed-Poop 
system i s  asymptotically stable, however, the effects o f  
using in i t ia l ly  incorrect values of M and p w i l l  be only 
transient, 
and the nominal ini t ial  
0 
0 0 
0 0 
Examples 
Approximation by Simpler Process 
To illustrate the technique we consider a problem 
for which an exact solution i s  known, namely, to mini- 
mize x (T) = T for the process 0 
io = 1 
i 1  = -x x +u 
i2 = x, 
1 3  
J = o  3. 
(23) 
subject to 
x,(T) = x2(T) = 0 and lu 1s 1 (24) 
’ Since i = 0,x = a = constant and the problem i s  one 3 
o f  Bushaw’s and has the following solution for the rnini- 
mum time 
6 
2 log 5 
T= -U(x  + a x  ) +  -, 
1 2  a 
u = *  1 
(25) 
aU(xl + ax2)+ l] 1/2 
5 = 1 + (aUx, - l ) e  [ 
The adjoint variables as functions of  the state can be 
solved for either by the formulas 
aT 
p t = -  % 
or by solving the exact two-point boundary-value prob- 
lem, The results, which ore rafher unwieldy, are gjiven 
in  Reference 6. Upon performance of  a second set of 
partial differentiations, the expressions for the elements 
m 
6 of M can be found, 
For the simplified problem, we take (= x 
ij 
0, 
which reduces the process to a double-integra?or. The 
Hamiltonian for this problem i s  
H = - l + P I U + P X  = O  
2 1  
where U = sgn P The canonical equations are 1' 
P = o  0 x = 1  0 
2 P = - P  1 1 X , = sgn P 
x = x  P2 = 0 
2 1  
and i t  i s  readily established that the adjoint variables as 
functions of the state (of the simplified problem) are 
P1 = u  - I (; x i  - u x2)"2 
U P2 = 
(;x; - u X2)''2 
The control U i s  negative above and positive below the 
"switch curve" given by 
For the complete problem the Hamiltonian i s  given 
by 
H = Po + P1(U - x1 "3) + P2X1 (29) 
and the maximum principle of  Pontryagin gives the 
control as 
1 u = sgn p 
Hence, the suboptimum control law, according to (18) 
i s  
with ( = x  =a, and P (X ,X ) given by (27). I t  3 
remains to compute m 13 ' Ifhzrnatrices appearing 
i n  (8) and the Riccati equation (15) are obtained from 
(29) with x set to zero (after performance of  the in- 
dicated padial differentiations) and are found to be: 
0 0 0 0  0 0  0 0  
0 0 0 0  -xl 0 0 
(3 1 a) 
0 0  0 0  0 0  
0 0  -P1 0 0 
Note the appearance of  the impulsive term 26(P 1 ) which 
results i n  H 
mental (transition) matrix 4p corresponding to (8) with 
to = 0 can be written as the product of  three matrices 
from differentiation of sgn P I .  The funda- 
PI? 
where t = PldP2, i s  the switching time in  the simpli- 
fied proslem. In the absence of  the impulse @(ts, ts) 
would be the identity matrix. With the impulse present, 
howeTer, -we findihat-the upper right hand block 
QI2(ts I ts) of @(ts, ts) i s  given by 
p o o 01 
0 2U/P2 0 0 + 
@&' t i) = 
0 0  0 0  
7 
upon use of  the formula 
The calculation o f  the other elements of the fundamental 
matrix (32) i s  tedious but straightforward. After deter- 
mining this matrix Q(T, 0), the matrix M can be corn- 
puted by applying the boundary conditions (10)-03), 
which in this case are 
' 
<,(T) = - Xl(T) dT = U dT 
(2(T) = - X2(T) dT = 0 
li, (T) = - PO(T) dT = 0 0 
Q3(T) = - P3(T) dT = 0 
The solutions, after elimination of  time in  favor of 
X1 =X,(t), are 
= m = m20 = m30 = 0 
3 1 3 2  
mll = P  X =U(-P X 2 2 2 2 l - p 2 )  
1 3  
m = - - P  X 
12 2 2 1  
13 6 2 1  
m ! -p3  x4 - p2 x1 2 + x l  
1 3  
m22 = 5 UP2 
1 3 3  
m23 6 2 1 = - - U P  x 
I t  can be verified that these 
mu;[&] a xiax 
x = x  
(33) 
where T i s  given by (25), at al l  points where the 
partial derivatives exist, i .e. everywhere except on the 
switch curve itself. Thus, by the formal treatment o f  
the impulse arising from differentiation of a discontin- 
uous function we have succeeded i n  calculating the 
matrix of second partials of the minimum time for 
x = {= 0 without first having found the expression for 
Thl, x2, 0. 
The suboptimum control law i s  given by (30), which 
upon use of (27) and (33) becomes 
x 1  +(;P;x: - P2X1 2 +X,)S u = sgn U - 
1 (7 1 2  x1 - ux2)2 
The approximate switch curve has been computed 
numerically for { = a  ~ 0 . 3  (not really very small) and 
i s  given by the curve labeled "approximate" in  Figure 4. 
For purposes of  comparison, the exact optimum switch 
curve 
- x1 - - - + 2 log (1 + auxl) 
'2 a 2 
a 
and the switch curve (28) for the simplified problem i s  
also shown. I t  i s  evident that the use of the quasi- 
optimum control law w i l l  result i n  considerably better 
performance than the control law for the simplified 
problem. 
Linearization About Nominal Trajectory 
As the second example consider the process governed 
by the same equations as the simplified problem of the 
previous example. The nominal trajectory and adjoint 
variables are then given by 
OStSt 2 x 20 +XlOt+Ut /2 S 
2 
X2(ts)+Xl(ts)(t-ts)-U(t-ts) /2 t S S t S T  
X2(t) = 
Pl(t) = P - Pmt 
P2(0 = P20 
10 
where tS  = PldP20 
10 U = sgn P 
and Pl0, P20 are related to X 
above expressions for X(t), P(t]';re $!red in  the con- 
troller. The control law to be used i s  then 
X by (27). The 
. where 6 (t) =xl(t) -X,(t), S2(t) = x  (t) -X,(t), x,(t) 
and x (t! being the actual measured $ate variables 
The gains m l  and m 
gration of the matrixlFiiccati equation (15) which i n  
component form i s  
2 are obtained by numerical inte- 
2 ni , l  = - 2m12 - 2 m l l  6(p,) 
, d,, = - m22 - 2ml m12 6(p1) (34) 
It i s  noted that the only dependence on the state vector 
or the adjoint vector i s  through S(p ), Hence during an 
interval for which p,(t) has constan\ sign the solutions 
to (34)are given by 
where 
7 =  t2 - tl t2 2 t l  
The rn change discontinuously when p goes through 
zero. 'Use of the approximation 1 
S Io t < t  
where p (t ) = 0 results in  the following expressions for 
the discontinuities in  m .  * Lj. 
1 s  
The init ial  values of  m 
or (35) are given by 
which are to be used with (34) Li 
in  accordance with (33) i n  the previous example. 
To verify the performance of  this technique this example 
was simulated on a digital computer for four deviations 
from the nominal ini t ial  conditions: x (0) = 0, x (0) 
= 100 as indicated i n  Table 1. The impulse funcdon 
6(p,) in  (34) was approximated by 
1 
-3 
using F= 1.275 x 10 
a portion of  the exact switch curve are shown in  Figure 
5(A-D) The suboptimal control, the nominal control 
and the exact switch time t for the actual ini t ial  condi- 
tions are shown in  Figure 6cA-D). I t  i s  believed t b t  
some o f  the overshoot o f  the switch curve and the re - 
suiting terminal errar i s  due to the unavoidable time 
quantization which i s  introduced by digital computer 
simulation e S2ce u was changed and states observed 
only every 10 sec, i n  some cases p passed through 1 
the band Ipl I < F and the "impulse" o f  (36) was not 
introduced into (34). In other cases the "impulse" o f  
(36) remained on even after Ip, I exceeded E ,  Even SO, 
the performance (see Table 1) i s  acceptable: with no 
correction the input would have switched at the nominal 
switch time o f  10 sec i n  each case, causing errors 
approximately ten times greater than those obtained 
using the suboptimal control law. 
The trajectories for each run and 
Summarv and Conclusions 
The relationship between a change 5 in the state 
vector x to a change 
used to obtain a class of suboptimum control techniques. 
The matrix M which transforms ,$ into 4 can be obtained by 
solving either a linear, two-point boundary-value prob- 
lem or a matrix Riccati equation. The suboptimum control 
laws take the form u = ~(p,x)  where ~(p,x)  i s  the function 
which maximizes the Hamiltonian and p i s  the approximate 
adjoint vector, generated by the equation 
in the adjoint vector p h o s  been 
p = P + M e  
where P i s  the adjoint vector Far a neighboring optimiza- 
tion problem, or by 
Since the exact relation u = ~ ( p , x )  i s  used to gen- 
erate the control, i t  i s  possible to deal with problems 
in  which u i s  constrained. When there are bounds on 
the control variable which lead to a discontinuous trans- 
formation from x to p, the two-point boundary-value 
problem and the m t r i x  Riccati equation wi l l  have impul- 
sive coefficients. These impulses can be treated by 
appropriate formal methods. 
, 
The two examples given above demonstrate the 
effectiveness o f  this approach to suboptimum control . 
There are, however, several problems which require fur- 
ther investigation. In many cases the determination of  
the matrix M by the exact relationships may be impracti- 
cal, and i t  would be desirable to be able to approximate 
M with a simpler matrix without seriously compromising 
the effectiveness of  the technique. Use of  the asymptotic 
solution to the matrix Riccati equation might be feasible 
i n  problems i n  which a nontrivial asymptotic solution 
exists. Another problem i s  that o f  evaluation of  per- 
formance of  the suboptimum control system: How small 
must the deviation 6 from the nominal state X be i n  order 
that the performance be acceptable? I f  stability i s  a 
relevant consideration (i ,e. when the terminal time i s  
infinite) and the optimum system i s  (asymptotically) 
stoble, under what conditions w i l l  the suboptimum system 
be (asymptotically) stable? These, and related questions 
are currently under investigotion. 
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Tab le 1. Summary of performance of suboptimum controller 
Figure 1. Suboptimum control system based on simplified dynamics 
Figure 2. Suboptimum control based on stored nominal trajectory 
0' Figure 3. Suboptimum control based on p(O), M 
(a) i measurable 
(b) >;: not measurable 
Figure 4. Comparison of exact and approximate switch curves; cs = 0.3 
Figure 5. Trajectories using suboptimum control bused on stored nominal 
Figure 6. Suboptimum control signals for trajectories of Figure 5. 
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